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1. INTRODUCTION 

 In our daily life we see different kinds of birds such as parrots, sparrows, etc... It is really a hectic task to figure out the 

specie of the bird on the first sight. Even professional photographers also get confused while classifying the birds based on 

their species. Classification of birds by their species is valuable for biological research and environmental monitoring 

applications, especially in detecting and locating them. The simple way for the researches to determine the ram of human 

activities on birds is identify them and maintain a count of them in the specific location.  

Our main aim is to determine an algorithm that can accurately classify the bird species based on their divergent features i.e. 

by considering a collection of different attributes that describes the bird characteristics. Some of the characteristics for 

classifying birds are their color, beaks, wings, eye size, tail, etc,. Here we build a model for classifying different birds based 

on the above features. in our dataset we have 312 different attributes that differentiates a bird from others. We have used 

different algorithms for classifying such as KNN, SVM, Naive Bayes, LDA. Our model gives the accuracy for these 

algorithms by classifying them based on training and testing. An accuracy plot is drawn for every algorithm and at the end, 

the algorithm that classifies the birds with greater accuracy is determined. A final plot is shown which separates different 

algorithms form each other based on the accuracy. 

 

2. CLASSIFICATION USING MACHINE LEARNING 

We have used several Machine Learning classification algorithms such as: 

1. Naive Bayes 

2. KNN 

3. SVM 

4. LDA 

5. Random Forest. 

 

2.1 Classification using Naive Bayes– 

Every pair of features being classified is independent of each other. Naive Bayes is a conditional probability model. Naive 

Bayes classifier is based on Bayes Theorem. Bayes Theorem finds the probability of an event occurring given the probability 

of another event that has already occurred.  

Equation of Bayes theorem: 

 

 
Figure 1. Probability function for Naive Bayes 

 

– Here, we try to find the probability of an event A, given the event B is true. Event B is termed as evidence 
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– P(A) is the probability of the event before the evidence is seen. 

– P(A/B) is posterior probability of B, i.e. probability of event after evidence is seen. 

 

2.2 Naive Assumption– 

Now we apply the Naïve assumption on Bayes theorem to obtain the Naive Bayes theorem, which is, independence among 

the features. We now split the evidence into independent parts. If events are independent among each other, we get the result 

as 

 

 
Figure 2. Naive assumption for n events which can be expressed as 

 

 
Figure 3. Simplified function for Naive assumption 

 

where P(y) is called class probability and P(Xi/y) is called conditional probability. 

Variations or assumptions made to the distribution of P (xi / y) gives us the possibility to create different Naive Bayes 

classifiers. Now we apply these formulae manually on our bird species dataset. 

 

2.3 Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier– 

Here, the continuous values associated with each feature are assumed to be distributed according to gaussian distribution. 

Gaussian distribution is also called normal distribution. The shape of normal distribution curve is bell-shaped, and which is 

symmetric about the mean of the feature values. 

 

 
Figure 4. Normal distribution curve for Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier 

Conditional probability is given by 

 

 
Figure 5. Conditional probability function for Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier 

 

2.4 K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) – 

Nearest-neighbor classifiers are built on training by metaphor, i.e. a testing tuple is compared with a given training tuple that 

are identical to it. The training tuples are described by n attributes. Every tuple is represented by a point in an n-dimensional 

space. Thus, every training tuple is stored in an n-dimensional pattern space. When an unknown tuple is given, the K-NN 

classifier searches for the pattern space for K training tuples that are near to the unknown tuple. These k training tuples are 

the k “nearest neighbors” of the unknown tuple. 

When a large training sets are given K-Nearest Neighbor is labor intensive. It is widely used in the field of pattern 

recognition. In addition to this it also has many applications in intrusion detection and data mining. 

Let n be the training data samples and p be the unknown point. 

– we store n training samples in an array a []. Each element of an array represents a training tuple (x, y), 

– Now calculate Euclidean distance for every training data sample. Euclidean distance id d (a [], p). 

Euclidean distance is calculated by: 
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Figure 6. Euclidean distance for calculating nearest tuple value 

 

– The smallest distance of k is put into S. 

– Return the majority labels among S. 

We are given some training data, it classifies the classes into attributes of different groups. 

Consider the below figure which consists of two different classes 

 

 
Figure 7. Represents two different classes 

 

Now we are given with another set of classes i.e. testing data and the points are allocated by the given testing data. The 

unclassified tuples are uncolored.   

 
Figure 8. Represents unclassified tuples 

 

Nearest-neighbor classifiers are very slow during the classification of testing tuples. Let is assume D as the training database 

of |D| tuples and k = 1, then number of comparisons required to classify the given testing tuple are O(|D|). The number of 

comparisons can be reduced to O(log(|D|)) by sorting the tuples into search trees. The 

running time can be reduced to O (1) by parallel implementation, independent of |D|. 

Other techniques to speed up classification time include the use of partial distances and editing the storing tuples. In editing 

method, the training tuples that are proven useless are removed. editing method is also called as pruning or condensing. In 

partial distances the distance between the n-tuples is calculated, if the value exceeds a threshold, the computation is stopped, 

and it is returned to the next step. 

 

2.5 SVM– 

Support Vector Machine(SVM) is a Machine Learning algorithm that can be used for both regression and classification. 

Support Vector Machines mainly consists of decision planes which define decision boundaries. A decision plane separates 

different objects of different classes. 
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Figure 9. Represents support vectors. 

 

The data points which are closer to the decision plane are called support vectors. A decision plane linearly separates the data. 

It also classifies the set of data and divides it into different classes. If the data points are far away from the plane, then they 

are considered as correctly classified. So, we must take care that the data points are as far as away from the decision plane. 

The decision plane decides the class of the data points. 

 
Figure 10. Represents a decision plane. 

 

The main is to pick the decision plane with the greatest margin between the decision plane and the point within the training 

set, such that there is more chance for the data to be classified accurately. Margin is nothing but the distance between the 

decision plane and nearest data point. The illustration of margin plane is shown in the above figure. 

 
Figure 11. Represents Tuples randomly arranged without decision plane 

 

If there is no decision plane the dataset will be jumbled representing a non-linearly separable dataset. Thus, SVM considers 

decision planes and decision boundaries in order to separate the dataset linearly. 

 

 
Figure 12. Represents 3-D view of tuples and decision planes in space 
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To classify the dataset a 3-D view is necessary, which is very simple to explain. Imagine that our data points are randomly 

arranged on the sheets and these sheets are raised all at a sudden moving the balls into the air. When the data points are in the 

air we use the sheet to separate them. The lifting of the balls means the mapping of the data into a higher dimension. The 

process of lifting the data points in known as kernelling. 

 

2.6 LDA– 

LDA–Latent Dirichlet allocation. Suppose you are given with the following sentences: 

• I consume water and food 

• Birds do fly 

• Birds drink water 

The main function of LDA is that it automatically detects topics which are of these type from the document. 

When we give these kind of sentences, LDA classifies the different colored words into different topics. For example, when 

given the above sentences LDA may classify the cyan words under the topic of C, that are labeled as Consume. In the same 

way red words are also classified under a different topic B, that are labeled as Birds. In this way LDA labels every word and 

categorizes them into different topics. 

The advantages of defining words under different topics are 

• We can assume the content expansion of every 

sentence by counting the words 

Sentence 1: 100% Topic C. 

Sentence 2: 100% Topic B. 

Sentence 3: 50% Topic C and 50% Topic B. 

• Each word can be described by determining the proportions of each word from the given sentences. If we consider the 

above example, C is comprised of following proportions- 30% water, 30% food, and 40% consume. and B is comprised of 

following proportions- 50% birds and 50% fly. 

 

2.7 Random Forests– 

Random forests are one of the ensemble methods. Assume that all the classifiers in the ensemble is a decision tree classifier 

so that the group can be called a „forest‟. At each node, random selection of attributes or labels is done to generate individual 

decision trees and to find the split. While classifying the tuples into appropriate classes, each tree votes and the majority class 

is returned. 

Decision tree can be constructed in 2 different ways: 

While constructing the decision tree classifier, if the selection of labels at each node is done randomly to determine the split, 

then the trees formed this way with random input selection is called Forest-RI. 

Another type of Random Forest, is Forest-RC which determines the split at each node by choosing attributes that are formed 

by linearly combining the existing labels. 

As long as the number of trees is sufficiently large, the generalization error tends to a minimum. So, overfitting isn‟t a 

problem. The accuracy of a random forest depends on the strength of the individual classifiers and the magnitude of 

dependence among them. 

Random forests are built by aggregating N decision trees 

 

 
Figure 13. An image showing how a Random Forest is constructed 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We trained and tested the models built using different algorithms on the complete dataset to begin with. Later, 

we randomly divided the complete dataset into training and testing data so that the sampling is done well to cover all the 

classes. From the complete dataset 70% of the data set was used to train the model and 30% was used as test data. The 

accuracy is calculated by identifying the number of correctly identified labels out of the 12,000 (approximate) tuples in the 

dataset. The following table shows the results that were observed after we implemented the algorithms as mentioned above. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of testing and training accuracy 

 

The following graph shows how different algorithms that we implemented performed in correctly classifying the bird species. 

 
Figure 15. A graph for testing and training accuracy 

 

We observed low accuracies with basic implementations of Naïve Bayes, KNN and Random Forests. We then observed 

improved accuracies by using library implementations of SVM and LDA. The accuracies observed from SVM and LDA were 

fairly similar and close to 50%. We believe such an accuracy for a 200 classes classification problem is decent. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Bird species classification is a tedious task. Machine learning algorithms can be used to build models that can effectively 

identify the bird species based on its features. In this paper, we initially used the Naïve Bayes approach to classification using 

Bayes Theorem, Naive Assumption, and Naive Bayes Classifier. Then we built a model using the K-Nearest Neighbor 

approach which represents every tuple in a N-dimensional space and classifies them based on the Euclidean distance. Then 

we built a model using the Support Vector Machine approach that tries to find the maximum marginal hyperplane using 

support vectors and margins to classify followed by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation approach that does the classification by 

assuming that every attribute is a different topic. Finally, we built a model which used the Random Forest Algorithm to 

conclude our experiment. The different accuracies obtained from different approaches were plotted on the graph. The work 

can be further enhanced by optimizing the techniques by implementing various feature selection and feature reduction 

techniques. 
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